Referring object detection and referring image segmentation are important tasks that require joint understanding of visual information and natural language. Yet there has been evidence that current benchmark datasets suffer from bias, and current state-of-the-art models cannot be easily evaluated on their intermediate reasoning process. To address these issues and complement similar efforts in visual question answering, we build CLEVR-Ref+, a synthetic diagnostic dataset for referring expression comprehension. The precise locations and attributes of the objects are readily available, and the referring expressions are automatically associated with functional programs. The synthetic nature allows control over dataset bias (through sampling strategy), and the modular programs enable intermediate reasoning ground truth without human annotators.
Introduction
There has been significant research interest in the joint understanding of vision and natural language. While image captioning [17, 5, 25, 22] focuses on generating a sentence with image being the only input, visual question answering (VQA) [2, 6, 37] and referring expressions (REF) [24, 13] require comprehending both an image and a sentence, before generating an output. In this paper, we focus on refer-ring expressions, which is to identify the particular objects (in the form of segmentation mask or bounding box) in a given scene from natural language.
In order to study referring expressions, various datasets have been proposed [24, 34, 18] . These are real-world images annotated by crowdsource workers. The advantage of these datasets is that they, to a certain extent, reflect the complexity and nuances of the real world. Yet inevitably, they also have limitations. First, they usually exhibit strong biases that may be exploited by the models [3] . Roughly speaking, this means simply selecting the salient foreground object (i.e., discarding the referring expression) will yield a much higher baseline than random. This casts doubts on the true level of understanding within current REF models. Second, evaluation can only be conducted on the final segmentation mask or bounding box, but not the intermediate step-by-step reasoning process. For example, for the referring expression "Woman to the left of the red suitcase", a reasonable reasoning process should be first find all suitcases in the image, then identify the red one among them, finally segment the woman to its left. Clearly this requires significantly more high-quality annotations, which are currently unavailable and hard to collect.
To address these concerns and echo similar efforts in visual question answering (i.e., CLEVR [15] ), we propose CLEVR-Ref+, a synthetic diagnostic dataset for referring expressions. The advantage of using a synthetic dataset is that we have full control over the scene, and dataset bias can be minimized by employing a uniform sampling strategy. Also, the referring expressions are now automatically annotated with the true underlying reasoning process, so a step-by-step analysis becomes much more plausible.
We make much effort in constructing CLEVR-Ref+ to make sure it is well adapted and applicable to the referring expression task. First, we turn the original questions in CLEVR into their corresponding referring expression format. Second, we change the output space from textual answers (in the form of a word) to referred objects (in the form of segmentation mask or bounding box). Third, we analyzed statistics from real-world REF datasets and found that there are some common types of referring expressions
The big thing(s) that are behind the second one of the big thing(s) from front and to the right of the first one of the large sphere(s) from left Any other things that are the same size as the fifth one of the thing(s) from right Figure 1 : Examples from our CLEVR-Ref+ dataset. We use the same scenes as those provided in CLEVR [15] . Instead of asking questions about the scene, we ask the model to either return one bounding box (as illustrated on the left) or return a segmentation mask (could potentially be multiple objects; illustrated on the right) based on the given referring expression.
(e.g., "The second sphere from left") that are not included in CLEVR templates. In our CLEVR-Ref+, we add support for these types of expressions to better match the variety of referring expressions used in real world.
We tested several state-of-the-art referring expression models on our CLEVR-Ref+ dataset. This includes both those designed for referring segmentation [21] and detection [35, 33] . In addition to evaluating the overall IoU and accuracy as previous datasets, we can now do a more detailed breakdown and analysis in terms of sub-categories. For example, we found that it is especially hard for the models to understand ordinality. This could point to important research directions in the future.
Besides diagnosing these existing models, we also propose IEP-Ref, a Neural Module Network [1] solution based on IEP [16] . Experiments show that the IEP-Ref model achieved excellent performance on CLEVR-Ref+ with its explicit, step-by-step functional program and module network execution engine, suggesting the importance of compositionality. Very interestingly, we found that the module trained on translating the last module output to segmentation mask is general, and can produce excellent humaninterpretable segmentation masks when attached to intermediate module outputs, revealing the entire reasoning process. We believe ours is the first to show clean visualization of the visual reasoning process carried out by neural module networks, as opposed to gradient norms [16] or soft attention maps [27, 9] .
In sum, our paper makes the following contributions:
• We construct CLEVR-Ref+, a synthetic diagnostic dataset for referring expression tasks that complements existing real-world datasets.
• We test and diagnose several state-of-the-art referring expression models on CLEVR-Ref+, including our proposed IEP-Ref that explicitly captures compositionality.
• The segmentation module trained in IEP-Ref can be trivially plugged in all intermediate steps in the module network to produce excellent segmentation masks that clearly reveal the network's reasoning process.
Related Works

Referring Expressions
Referring expressions are sentences that refer to specific objects in an image. Understanding referring expressions has important applications in robotics and human-computer interaction. In recent years, many deep learning models have been developed for this task.
Several works focused on detection, i.e. returning one bounding box containing the referred object. [24, 13] adapted image captioning for this task by scoring each bounding box proposal with a generative captioning model. [31] learned the alignment between the description and image region by reconstructing the description using an attention mechanism. [34, 28] studied the importance of context for referring expressions. [23] used a discriminative comprehension model to improve referring expression generation. [35] showed additional gain by incorporating reinforcement learning. [11, 33] used learned parser and module networks to better match the structured semantics.
There are also works focusing on segmentation, i.e. returning the segmentation mask. [12] used FCN feature concatenated with LSTM feature to produce pixel-wise binary segmentation. [21] used a convolutional LSTM in addition to the language-only LSTM to facilitate propagation of intermediate segmentation beliefs. [20, 26] improved upon [21] by making more architectural improvements.
Dataset Bias and Diagnostic Datasets
In visual question answering, despite exciting models being proposed and accuracy on benchmark datasets being steadily improved, there has been serious concern over the Table 1: Examples of converting questions to referring expressions.
Category Question (CLEVR) Referring Expression (CLEVR-Ref+)
Basic How many cyan cubes are there? The cyan cubes.
Spatial Relation
Are there any green cylinders to the left of the brown sphere?
The green cylinders to the left of the brown sphere.
AND Logic
How many green spheres are both in front of the red cylinder and left to the yellow cube?
The green spheres that are both in front of the red cylinder and left to the yellow cube.
OR Logic
Are there any cylinders that are either purple metal objects or small red matte things?
Cylinders that are either purple metal objects or small red matte things.
Same Relation
Are there any other things that have the same size as the red sphere?
The things/objects that have the same size as the red sphere. Compare Integer Are there more brown shiny objects behind the large rubber cylinder than gray blocks?
-Comparison Does the small ball have the same color as the small cylinder in front of the big sphere?
dataset bias problem [36, 7] , meaning that models may be heavily exploiting the imbalanced distribution in the training/testing data. More recently, [3] showed that dataset bias also exists in referring expression datasets [24, 18, 34] . For example, [3] reported that the performance when discarding the referring expression and basing solely on the image is significantly higher than random. Ideally the dataset should be unbiased so that the performance faithfully reflect the model's true level of understanding. But this is very hard to control when working with real-world images and humanannotated referring expressions. A possible solution is to use synthetic datasets. Indeed this is the path taken by CLEVR [15] , a diagnostic dataset for VQA. There, objects are placed on a 2D plane and only have a small number of choices in terms of shape, color, size, and material. The question-answer pairs are also synthesized using carefully designed templates. Together with a uniform sampling strategy, this design can mitigate dataset bias and reveal the model's ability to understand compositionality. We construct our CLEVR-Ref+ dataset by repurposing CLEVR towards the referring expression task.
Several approaches now achieve near-perfect accuracy on CLEVR [16, 10, 29, 32, 27, 14, 9] . In addition to reporting the VQA accuracy, they typically try to interpret the visual reasoning process through visualization. However, the quality of these visualizations does not match the high VQA accuracy. We suspect the primary reason is that the domain these models are trained for (i.e. a textual answer) is different from the domain these models are diagnosed on (i.e. attention over the image). Fortunately, in referring expressions these two domains are very much interchangeable.
Note that CLEVR was also adapted towards referring expression in [9] , but they focused on facilitating VQA, instead of introducing extensions (Section 3.3), evaluating state-of-the-art models (Section 4.1), and directly facilitating the diagnosis of visual reasoning (Section 4.3).
The CLEVR-Ref+ Dataset
CLEVR-Ref+ uses the exact same scenes as CLEVR (70K images in train set, 15K images in validation and test set), and every image is associated with 10 referring expressions. Since CLEVR is a VQA dataset, we began by changing the questions to referring expressions (Section 3.1), and the answers to referred objects (Section 3.2). We then made important additions to the set of modules (Section 3.3) as well as necessary changes to the sampling procedure (Section 3.4). Finally, we made the distinction whether more than one object is being referred (Section 3.5).
From Question to Referring Expression
Templates are provided in CLEVR so that questions and the functional programs associated with them can be generated at the same time. We notice that in many cases, part of the question is indeed a referring expression, as we need to first identify objects of interest before asking about their property (e.g. color or number). In Table 1 we provide examples of how we change question templates into their corresponding referring expression templates, usually by selecting a subset. The associated functional programs are also adjusted accordingly. For example, for "How many" questions, we simply remove the Count module at the end.
The original categories "Compare Integer" and "Comparison" were about comparing properties of two groups of referred objects, so they do not contribute additional referring expression patterns. Therefore they are not included in the templates for CLEVR-Ref+.
From Answer to Referred Objects
In referring expressions, the output is no longer a textual answer, but a bounding box or segmentation mask.
Since we know the exact 3D locations and properties of objects in the scene, we can follow the ground truth func- tional program associated with the referring expression to identify which objects are being referred. In fact we can do this not only at the end (also available in real-world datasets), but also at every intermediate step (not available in real-world datasets). This will become useful later when we do step-by-step inspection and evaluation of the visual reasoning process. After finding the referred objects, we project them back to the image plane to get the ground truth bounding box and segmentation mask. This automatic annotation was done through rendering with the software Blender. For occluded objects, only the visible part is treated as ground truth.
Module Additions
We hope the referring expressions that we generate are representative of those used in the real world. However, since the task is no longer the same, we suspect that there may be some frequent referring patterns missing in the templates directly inherited from CLEVR. To this end, we analyzed statistics from a real-world referring expression dataset, RefCOCO+ [34] , as shown in Table 2 .
We began by sorting the words in these referring expressions by their frequency. Then, starting with the most frequent word, we empirically cluster these words into categories. Not surprisingly, nouns that represent object or human are the most common. However, going down the list, we found that the "ordinal" (e.g. "The second woman from left") and "visible" (e.g. "The barely seen backpack") categories recall more than 10% of all sentences, but are not included in the existing templates. Moreover, it is indeed possible to define them using a computer program, because there is no ambiguity in meaning. We add these two new modules into the CLEVR-Ref+ function catalog.
In a functional program, these two modules may be inserted whenever color, material, size, or shape is being described. As an example, "the red sphere" may be equivalently described as "the third sphere from left" or "the partially visible red object". In our dataset, we define an object to be partially visible if foreground objects' mask occupies more than 20% of its bounding box area. For an object to be fully visible, this value must be exactly 0. We do not describe visibility when there is an ambiguous case (i.e. this value is between 0 and 0.2) in the scene.
Generation Procedure
Generating a referring expression for a scene is conceptually simple and intuitive. The process may be summarized as the following few steps:
1. Randomly choose a referring expression family 2 .
2. Randomly choose a text template from this family.
Follow the functional program and select random val-
ues when encountering template parameters 3 .
4.
Reject when certain criteria fail, that is, the sampled referring expression is inappropriate for the given scene; return when the entire functional program follows through.
We largely follow the generation procedure of CLEVR, with a few important changes:
• To balance the number of referring expressions across different categories (those listed in Table 1 ), we double the probability of being sampled in categories with a small number of referring expression families. • When describing the attributes for a set of objects, we do not use Ordinal and Visible at the same time. This is because referring an object as "The second partially visible object from left" seems too peculiar and rare, and there usually exists more natural alternatives. • Originally when describing the attributes for a set of objects, four fair coins were flipped to determine whether color, material, size, shape will be included. As a result, usually multiple attributes are selected, and a very small number of objects survive these filters. We empirically found that this makes it quite easy for the system to select the correct object simply from the attributes that directly describe the target object(s).
To remedy this, we first enumerate all possible combinations of these attributes, and calculate how many objects will survive for each possibility. We then uniformly sample from these possible number of survivors, before doing another uniform sampling to find the combination of attributes. This will ensure a larger variance in terms of number of objects after each set of filtering, and prevent near-degenerate solutions. • At the end of the functional program, we verify if at least one object is being referred; reject otherwise. 2 A referring expression family contains a template for constructing functional programs and several text templates that provide multiple ways of expressing these programs in natural language. 3 For instance, left/right/front/behind; big/small; metal/rubber. 
Multi-Object and Single-Object Referring
As explained in Section 3.4, each referring expression in CLEVR-Ref+ may refer to one or more objects in the scene. We believe this is the more general setting, and models should have the flexibility to handle various number of objects being referred. This is already handled and supported by referring image segmentation systems. However, we notice that detection based systems are usually designed to return a single object instead of multiple objects, presumably because this was how the detection datasets [24, 34] were created. As a result, for detection based methods, we evaluate on the subset of CLEVR-Ref+ where only a single object is referred. This subset contains a total of 222,569 referring expressions (32% of the entire dataset).
Experiments
Models and Implementation Details
In all models we resize the input image to 320×320 to set up a fair comparison. Publicly available code for these models are used with minimum change to adapt to our CLEVR-Ref+ dataset. The following referring expression models are studied and tested: Speaker-Listener-Reinforcer (SLR) [35] This is a detection model that includes a generative model (speaker), a discriminative model (listener), as well as a reinforcement learning component that makes further improvement. Before training the main model, the visual-language similarity model needs to be trained first. We use Adam optimizer [19] , learning rate 4e-4, batch size 32 for both the visuallanguage similarity model and the main model. MAttNet [33] This is also a detection model, that uses three modular networks to capture the subject, location, and relationship features respectively. A soft attention mechanism is used to return the overall score of a candidate region. We use learning rate 4e-4 and batch size 15. Recurrent Multimodal Interaction (RMI) [21] This is a segmentation model. In addition to concatenating the refer-ring expression LSTM embedding with the image features, RMI also used a convolutional LSTM to facilitate propagation of segmentation beliefs when reading in the referring expression word-by-word. We use Adam optimizer, learning rate 2.5e-4, batch size 3, and weight decay 5e-4.
IEP-Ref
This is a segmentation model that we adapt from IEP [16] , which was designed for VQA. The idea is to use a LSTM program generator to translate the referring expression into a structured series of modules, each of which is parameterized by a small CNN. By executing this dynamically constructed neural network (with a special Segment module at the end; see supplementary material for its architecture), IEP-Ref imitates the underlying visual reasoning process. For input visual features, we use the last layer of the conv4 stage of ResNet101 [8] pretrained on ImageNet [4] , which is of size 1024 × 20 × 20. Following [16] , this part is not finetuned. We tried three settings that use 9K/18K/700K ground truth programs to train the LSTM program generator (Adam optimizer, learning rate 5e-4, batch size 64; 20,000 iterations for the 9K setting, 32,000 iterations for the 18K and 700K setting). The accuracies of the predicted programs are 0.873, 0.971, 0.993 respectively. For the fourth setting, we simply use the ground truth program 4 . The execution engine is trained for 30 epochs using learning rate 1e-4 and Adam optimizer.
Results and Analysis
Overall Evaluation
The experimental results are summarized in Table 3 . Detection models are evaluated by accuracy (i.e. whether the prediction selects the correct bounding box among given candidates), where MAttNet performs favorably against SLR. Segmentation models are evaluated by Intersection over Union (IoU), where IEP-Ref performs significantly better than RMI. This suggests the importance to model compositionality within the referring expression. We now present a more detailed analysis of various aspects. Figure 2 : Analyzing the basic referring ability of different models. "Include" means the average performance if a module is involved in the referring process. "Exclude" means otherwise. As a result, high "exclude" and low "include" performance suggests that this module is more challenging to learn, and vice versa. 
Basic Referring Ability
Here we start with the easiest form: referring by direct description of object attributes (e.g., "The big blue sphere"). Concretely, this corresponds to the "0-Relate" subset.
In CLEVR-Ref+, there are totally 6 types of attributes that may help us locate specific objects: color, size, shape, material, ordinality, and visibility. In Figure 2 we show the average detection accuracy/segmentation IoU of various methods on "0-Relate" referring expressions that either contain or not contain a specific type of module.
Among detection models, we found that accuracy is higher when the referring expression contains descriptions of color, shape, and visibility. A reasonable conjecture is that these concepts are easier to learn compared with the others. However, for segmentation, the performance gaps between "exclude" and "include" are not as significant.
Though it is unclear which concept is the easiest to learn, there seems little dispute that ordinality is the hardest. In particular, for RMI, IoU is 0.91 if the expression does not require ordinality and 0.27 when it does. Other models do not suffer as much, but also experience significant drops. We suspect this is because ordinality requires the global context, whereas the others are local properties.
Spatial Reasoning Ability
Other than directly describing the attributes, it is also common to refer to an object by its spatial location. Here we diagnose whether referring expression models can understand (potentially multiple steps of) relative spatial relationship, for example "The object that is left to the red cube". In Table 3 , this corresponds to the "{0, 1, 2, 3}-Relate" columns. Results are shown in Figure 3 .
In general, we observe a small drop when referring expressions start to include spatial reasoning. However, there does not seem to be significant difference among referring expressions that require 1, 2, 3 steps of spatial reasoning. This seems to suggest that once the model has grasped spatial reasoning, there is little trouble in successfully applying it multiple times.
Different Reasoning Topologies
There are two referring expression topologies in CLEVR-Ref+: chain-structured and tree-structured. Intuitively, a chain structure has a single reasoning path to follow, whereas a tree structure requires following two such paths before merging. In Figure 4 we compare performance on referring expressions with two sequential spatial relation- ships vs. one on each branch joined with AND. These two templates have roughly the same length and complexity, so the comparison focuses on topology.
Though not consistent among the four models, treestructured referring expressions are generally harder than chain-structured ones. This agrees with the findings in [15] .
Different Relation Types
There are two kinds of relationships in CLEVR-Ref+. One is spatial relationship that includes phrases like "left of", "right of", "in front of", "behind" (discussed in Sec-tion 4.2.3). The other is same-attribute relationship that requires recognizing and memorizing particular attributes of another object, e.g. "The large block(s) that have the same color as the metal sphere".
In Figure 5 we study whether the relation type will make a difference in performance. We compare the "2-Relate" column with the "Same" column in Table 3 , again because they have roughly the same length and complexity. All models perform much worse on the same-attribute relationship type, suggesting that this is a hard concept to grasp. Similar to ordinality, same-attribute requires global context.
Step-By-Step Inspection of Visual Reasoning
All the results discussed in Section 4.2 are about the endpoint of the visual reasoning process. We argue that in order to trust the predictions made by the referring expression system, it is also important to make sure that the intermediate reasoning steps make sense. CLEVR-Ref+ is suitable because: (1) the semantics of the referring expressions is modularized, and (2) the referring ground truth at all intermediate steps can be obtained automatically (i.e. no human annotators needed).
In training our IEP-Ref model, there is always a Segment module at the end, transforming the 128-channel feature map into a 1-channel segmentation mask. When testing, we simply attach the trained Segment module to the output of all intermediate modules. This is possible because all modules have the same number of input channels and output channels (128). This technique would not help in the VQA setting, because there the ending modules (e.g. Count, Equal) discard the spatial dimensions needed for visualization.
We found that this technique works quite well. In Figure 6 we provide four qualitative examples with various topologies and modules. We notice that all modules are performing their intended functionality, except the Unique module 5 . Yet after one more module, the segmentation mask becomes normal again. The quantitative analysis in Figure 7 confirms this observation: on average, IoU drops by 0.66 after each Unique module; but IoU significantly increases after each Same or Relate module, and these are the only modules that may come after Unique according to the templates. We conjecture that the network has learned some mechanism to treat Unique as the "preprocessing" step of the Same and Relate functionalities.
False-Premise Referring Expressions
In reality, referring expression systems may face all kinds of textual input, and not all of them will make sense. When presented with a referring expression that makes false assumptions (e.g. "The red sphere" when there is no sphere in the scene), the system should follow through as much as it can, and be robust enough to return zero foreground at the end. We test IEP-Ref's ability to deal with these falsepremise referring expressions (c.f. [30] ). Note that no such expressions appear during training.
We generate 10,000 referring expressions that refer to zero object at the end. Qualitatively (see Figure 8 ), it is reassuring to see that intermediate modules are correctly doing their jobs, and a no-foreground prediction is made at the final step. Quantitatively, IEP-Ref predicts 0 foreground pixel more than 1/4 of the time, and ≤ 8 foreground pixels more than 1/3 of the time.
Conclusion
In this paper, we build the CLEVR-Ref+ dataset to complement existing ones for referring expressions. By choosing a synthetic setup, the advantage is that dataset bias can be minimized, and the ground truth visual reasoning process is readily available. We evaluated several state-of-theart referring object detection and referring image segmentation models on CLEVR-Ref+. In addition, we propose the IEP-Ref model, which uses a module network approach and outperforms competing methods by a large margin. Detailed analysis are conducted to identify the strengths and weaknesses of these models. In particular, we found that ordinality and the same-attribute relationship seem to be the most difficult concepts to grasp.
Besides the correctness of the final segmentation mask, the correctness of the reasoning process is also important. We discovered that IEP-Ref provides an easy and natural way of revealing this process: simply attach the Segment module to each intermediate step.
Our quantitative evaluation shows a high IoU at intermediate steps as well, proving that the neural modules have indeed learned the job they are supposed to do. Another evidence is that IEP-Ref can correctly handle false-premise referring expressions.
Going forward, we are interested to see whether these findings will transfer and inspire better models on real data.
